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BEFORE WE GET STARTED...

The webinar will be recorded and emailed to all registrants

Use the Question Panel in GoToWebinar to ask questions throughout the webinar
WHAT IS MADCAP **LINGO**?

Powerful CAT Tool for Translators
And Powerful Content Translation Management for Content Developers

- Translate Flare, DITA, Word, InDesign, Resx, Doc-To-Help, and many others
- Package and import files to be exchanged with any tool
- Supports translation memory, termbase, & machine translation
WHAT’S NEW IN MADCAP LINGO 11

- Rebranding updates
- Multilingual enhancements
- DeepL Machine Translation support
- Thesaurus
- New Files added for support
- Additional features
REBRANDING UPDATES

- Updated Interface Themes
- Redesigned Start Page
UPDATED INTERFACE THEMES
REDESIGNED START PAGE
MACHINE TRANSLATION
NEW FILE SUPPORT

- Framemaker 2019
  - JSON
  - SVG images
- Microcontent from Flare
WHAT IS MICROCONTENT?

- Short, concise information that stands alone and is easily consumable
- In Flare it is the creation of a collection of brief phrases and corresponding responses
- Currently used in Flare for featured information in search results
ADDITIONAL FEATURES

- Source control enhancements for Git
  - Merge branches and Revert commits
  - Support for Git repositories hosted on TFS

- Updated Norwegian language support
  - Norwegian Bokmal: nb-no
  - Norwegian Nyorsk nn-no
By combining our own MadCap Lingo translation memory database and MadTranslations’ processes, we regularly save up to 30% of what we would have spent in the past by simply re-translating existing sentences used in a new document or context. And we know for sure that the quality is much higher.
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QUESTIONS?
THANK YOU!